All Citadels Must Fall (Extinction Book 9)

In the events that follow The Jackets:
Sundering the Jail, Cade and Weylin are
two brothers who grew up in orphanages
and gained powers from the monstrosity
pulse.
After hearing stories about a
mysterious killer, they make their way to
the Facility, which is a compound that
protects others who have recently gained
powers. Genius and Citadel attempt to
discover the identity of their hunter with
the help of new friends. All Citadels Must
fall delves into issues of brotherhood, love,
and the state of being downtrodden by
circumstances. All Citadels Must Fall is
the ninth core book in my Extinction series
and follows Leaving the Shuttle Behind.
Note: This book does not have explicit
sexual scenes, but does contain issues of
sexuality.
The book contains minor
amounts of profanity.
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